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Media converters are free or low-cost applications that can convert a variety of formats into different media. See also Data
scraping References External links Category:Computer programming toolsQ: How do I split a string by spaces and store it in a

list of strings? I'm trying to split a string by spaces and store it in a list of strings using python. For example, I want to take 'BAD
MAN - Come ON!!' and get ['BAD MAN', 'Come ON!!'] I'm only allowed to use basic coding. I tried def space_splitter(word):
return word.split() But that doesn't work. What am I doing wrong? A: The split function returns a list of the words in the string;
you want to get the first word: words = word.split()[0] What you are currently doing is returning the list with one item in it, the
original word. That is the reason your original approach failed. (You should use a couple of other methods to find the word and

to get the - characters into the list, but that's another question. The splitting and the most simple method using slicing is what
you are asking for here.) The Python split() function returns an array of substrings. You want to return the first element, so use

the [0] index of the array: >>> word = "BAD MAN - Come ON!!" >>> word.split() ['BAD MAN', '-', 'Come ON!!'] >>>
word.split()[0] 'BAD MAN' The behaviour of the split() function is well defined by the Python spec (in the function

documentation). The default delimiter is a space. Q: UWP on Android: Dependency on Xamarin.Auth I'm trying to build a
UWP application which depends on Xamarin.Auth. But I'm receiving the following error when trying to build: Error: The SDK
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package Microsoft.Phone.UI.Controls.10.0 is not available in UWP 10 Is there any way to get that version of Xamarin.Auth to
work on UWP?
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August 23, 2011 â€” ABBYY FineReader 11 allows users to convert paper documents and text images to various formats
supported by e-readers and tablets. Users are given the opportunity to choose the format for storing documents and add
document templates for their subsequent fast and easy processing in FineReader 11. ABBYY FineReader 11 for Windows, Mac
OS and Android supports more than 120 document and image formats. Among them are Office documents, graphic files, PDF
files, TXT, DOC and others. You can also use the application to create PDF documents from scanned paper documents.
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